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New Arco Libros titles
on Torrossa full text platform

Arco Libros, the authoritative Spanish publisher specialized in philology, offers on Torrossa a new
collection of 68 titles published between 2010 and 2013.
The collection includes important philology and linguistics works, manuals on teaching of Spanish as
a second language, reference studies and history titles.
Together with the 40 Arco Libros titles already available on Torrossa, this collection represents an
essential resource for the Spanish studies.
ARCO LIBROS COLLECTIONS ON TORROSSA
▪▪Arco Libros collection (68 e-books)
▪▪Archive (40 e-books)
Permanent access is granted for all purchased content, and is subject to a small yearly maintenance fee.
Up to 5 users can access each text simultaneously. Documents are available as PDF files.
CONTACTS
Full descriptions and catalogues of all the collections available on Torrossa are available at
www.casalini.it/torrossa. Please contact us at torrossa@casalini.it for further information or to activate
a month’s free trial period.
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supply and library services that suit the individual needs of our customers around the world.
The Casalini Libri Digital Division, established in January 2000 following an international pilot project, offers innovative electronic publishing services to the
highest industry standards, collaborating with Italian and international publishers to create and distribute digital publications.
The company, headquartered in Fiesole (Florence, Italy), adheres to the ISO 9000 Quality Management System.
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